We herein report retargeting of T-helper (Th) cells against the universal cancer antigen telomerase for use in adoptive cell therapy. The redirected Th cells may counter tumor tolerance, transform the inflammatory milieu, and induce epitope spreading and cancer senescence. We have previously conducted a series of trials evaluating vaccination with telomerase peptides. From long-term survivors, we isolated >100 CD4 C Th-cell clones recognizing telomerase epitopes. The clones were characterized with regard to HLA restriction, functional avidity, fine specificity, proliferative capacity, cytokine profile, and recognition of naturally processed epitopes. DP4 is the most prevalent HLA molecule worldwide. Two DP4-restricted Tcell clones with different functional avidity, C13 and D71, were selected for molecular T-cell receptor (TCR) cloning. Both clones showed a high proliferative capacity, recognition of naturally processed telomerase epitopes, and a polyfunctional and Th1-weighted cytokine profile. TCR C13 and D71 were cloned into the retroviral vector MP71 together with the compact and GMP-applicable marker/suicide gene RQR8. Both TCRs were expressed well in recipient T cells after PBMC transduction. The transduced T cells co-expressed RQR8 and acquired the desired telomerase specificity, with a polyfunctional response including production of TNFa, IFNg, and CD107a. Interestingly, the DP4-restricted TCRs were expressed and functional both in CD4
Introduction

Most cancer vaccines have focused on recruiting CD8
C cytotoxic T cells (CTLs). We have investigated the potential of recruiting CD4 C T-helper (Th) cells, which are known to be key modulators of the immune response. To this aim, we have conducted a series of clinical trials evaluating vaccination with long peptides designed to recruit Th cells. This includes studies in melanoma, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and pancreatic cancer patients evaluating vaccination with the telomerase peptide GV1001. [1] [2] [3] [4] Human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) is overexpressed in most human cancers and thus a widely applicable target for cancer therapy. 5, 6 Because hTERT expression is important for tumor growth, the risk of tumor escape is presumably limited. In our GV1001 vaccine trials, we have observed immune response rates ranging from 50% to 80%, combined with low toxicity. [1] [2] [3] [4] None of the patients experienced serious adverse events. Interestingly, the GV1001 immune response was associated with improved survival in all trials. This effect was particularly evident at the tail of the survival curve, similar to what has been observed for checkpoint inhibitors. In the advanced NSCLC patients, the mean survival for immune responders was 54 mo, compared to 13 mo for those not developing an immune response. 7 Six NSCLC patients were still alive at the last clinical update, all belonging to the immune responders. Telomerase-based vaccines carry a putative risk of bone marrow toxicity. We therefore closely monitored hematologic counts and also conducted hematopoietic progenitor cell assays on bone marrow samples, 8 without detecting any hematologic toxicity.
Adoptive cell therapy with retargeted T cells has mainly been tested with chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) or HLA class I restricted TCRs, both designed to directly bind tumor cells. CAR T-cell therapy is showing remarkable clinical efficacy against hematological malignancies. 9, 10 In solid tumors, however, there are concerns that retargeted T cells may be unable to overcome established tumor tolerance. 11, 12 In this study, we investigate adoptive cell therapy using hTERT-specific TCRs from CD4 C Th cells. These TCRs recognize antigen in the context of HLA class II. We hypothesize that the engraftment of tumor and lymph nodes with hTERT-specific Th cells may transform the micro-environment, target key cell types, and mobilize the patient's immune system to mount a broad response. The Th cells may directly engage dendritic cells and tumor-infiltrating macrophages, class II positive endothelial cells in the tumor vasculature, and other class II positive stromal cells. Most malignant cells are HLA class II negative, but some upregulate HLA class II under the influence of IFNg. Further, Th cells can mediate bystander killing of class II negative cancer cells.
The clinical efficacy from checkpoint inhibitor therapy has highlighted the potential of modulating the inflammatory tumor milieu. [13] [14] [15] It is well documented that Th cells are key orchestrators of immunity and that their activity is necessary for effective antitumor responses. Th cells promote survival of CD8
C T cells and development of memory CD8 C T cells. 16, 17 Th cells are also able to counter the suppressive activity of T regulatory cells (Tregs) and myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) 18 and to produce Th1 cytokines that drive cancer into senescence. 19 Further, Th cells can induce epitope spreading, i.e., responses against a broad spectrum of antigens. Even with vaccines targeting defined CTL antigens, there is evidence that clinical efficacy may depend on epitope spreading rather than a response against the vaccine antigen. 20, 21 In our hTERT vaccine studies, we (Inderberg et al.) have observed that clinical response is associated with intramolecular epitope spreading. 22, 23 A Th response may recruit host T cells recognizing the patient's individual spectrum of neoantigens. A number of recent reports have suggested that the most effective anticancer responses are directed against these unknown targets, [24] [25] [26] [27] whereas only a low proportion of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes recognize shared antigens. 28 In this study, we characterize Th-cell clones to identify candidates for molecular TCR cloning and use in adoptive cell therapy. We focus on T-cell clones from patients with a durable immune response, apparent clinical benefit, and long-term survival. In addition to the possible clinical advantage from their response, these patients have been monitored for years without development of side effects, amid an ongoing hTERT-specific immune response. As reported below, we have identified TCRs with favorable characteristics, cloned the TCRs into retroviral constructs, and tested their ability to confer the desired specificity and functionality to recipient T cells.
Results
T-cell clones from two long-term survivors showed diverse avidity
We have generated >100 CD4 C Th-cell clones from patients vaccinated with the hTERT peptide GV1001. [1] [2] [3] [4] This includes a series of T-cell clones from two long-term survivors, patients C and D, in the NSCLC trial CTN-2000. 2, 29 Both patients developed a de novo GV1001-specific response after vaccination, associated with tumor regression and extended survival. Patient C had inoperable stage III NSCLC and developed a complete tumor response after vaccination. A durable GV1001-specific T cell response was demonstrated, detectable at all 31 time points tested from week 37 onwards (last immune assay after 8 y). 2 The patient is alive to date (14 y) and had no evidence of relapse at the last clinical follow-up (12 y). He received a total of 44 vaccine injections over a period of 11 y without any side effects. Patient D survived for 46 mo. She received a total of 16 vaccine injections and developed a durable T-cell memory response, without notable adverse effects. 2, 7 We investigated the functional avidity of the T-cell clones by use of peptide titration in 3 H-thymidine proliferation assays. A striking diversity was observed. Among GV1001-specific clones generated from different patients, the minimum peptide concentration required varied 100,000-fold, with a range from 10 ¡5 M to 10 ¡10 M (Fig. 1,  4 ,22,29 and unpublished). For the clones from patients C and D, the peptide concentration producing a half-maximal response (EC 50 ) ranged from 10 ¡7 to 10 ¡9 M (Fig. 1A and B and data not shown). Most T-cell clones had a threshold peptide concentration where a plateau for maximum proliferation response was reached. Further, the high-avidity clones mounted somewhat lower responses at the highest peptide concentrations (Fig. 1) . The latter finding is consistent with the notion that high-avidity T cells may be susceptible to exhaustion if exposed to high antigen loads, as discussed below.
HLA restriction of GV1001-specific T-cell clones
The HLA restriction of a TCR is important for its applicability in the patient population. To determine the HLA restriction, we genotyped the patients and analyzed the clones in proliferation assays with mAbs blocking either DP, DQ, or DR molecules. Finally, the clones were tested against panels of APCs (EBV cells) covering the relevant HLA-molecules. The most common HLA class II allele is DP4, which is prevalent in many races and ethnic groups and estimated to be present in 76% of Caucasians. 30 We therefore focused on DP4 restricted TCRs as lead candidates for molecular cloning. Patients C and D were genotyped as DP04
Ã 01/DP04 Ã 02 and DP04
Ã 01/DP05 Ã 01, respectively. Fig. 1c shows HLA-restriction assays for five DP-restricted clones from patients C and D. These clones were shown to be DP4-restricted in subsequent tests with EBV cells covering alternative HLA molecules (data not shown). In studies of GV1001-specific clones from other patients, we observed that the clones covered a wide range of HLA-DP, DQ, and DR alleles (Refs. [1, 4, 22, 29] and unpublished). This observation suggests that it may be possible to develop a panel of GV1001-specific TCRs covering most patients.
Fine-specificity and recognition of naturally processed epitopes
We investigated the fine-specificity of the T-cell clones by stimulation with a series of truncated peptides that cover the GV1001 sequence. The results revealed that the T-cell clones recognize different core epitopes ( Fig. 2A ). Taken together with the above-mentioned HLA-restriction promiscuity, this observation points to a diverse T-cell response that may be less vulnerable to tumor escape. On the other hand, the different fine-specificity among the T-cell clones suggests that each clone should be evaluated for its ability to recognize naturally processed epitopes.
A peptide-specific response is of no clinical relevance if the peptide is not naturally processed. We screened the GV1001-specific clones for their ability to recognize naturally processed epitopes by loading a 173 aa hTERT protein fragment, which comprises the GV1001 sequence, on autologous APCs (PBMCs or EBV cells). The results demonstrated that about 90% of our GV1001-specific T-cell clones responded to stimulation with this hTERT protein fragment. In general, the high avidity clones responded best. Fig. 2 shows the response for a panel of T-cell clones from patients C and D.
Cytokine profile
The cytokine profile is likely to be of importance for Th-cell therapy. Analyses of supernatants may be vulnerable to variations over time, due to dynamics in cytokine production and consumption. To address this issue, we analyzed supernatants collected from four GV1001-specific T-cell clones every day for one week (Fig. 3) . The clones were obtained from patient C and a subject from a GV1001 trial in pancreatic cancer (patient E 29 ). The results revealed that some cytokines, in particular IL-2, peaked at day 1 and disappeared from day 2 or 3 onwards. The TNFa and IL-4 levels were highest at days 1 and 2, and dropped gradually thereafter. By contrast, other cytokines gradually increased over the first days and remained at high levels thereafter. The GV1001 cultures maintained their high levels of INFg, IL-13, and MIP-1b throughout, suggesting that these cytokines could be used for reliable classification of the clones at any time point. We concluded that day 2 supernatants may be suitable for assessing the cytokine profile. In day 2 supernatants, most GV1001-specific T-cell clones showed a polyfunctional cytokine profile, which is considered to be important for effective immunity, and secreted high levels of INFg, TNFa, IL-13, MIP-1a, MIP-1b, and eotaxin ( Fig. 3 and Ref. [29] ). We detected highly variable levels of IL-6, IL-17, IL-8, IP-10, MCP-1, and GM-CSF ( Fig. 3 and Ref. [29] ).
Selection of two DP-4 restricted T-cell clones for molecular TCR cloning
We selected T-cell clones for molecular TCR cloning, based on the following criteria: (i) evidence of clinical response in the host patient; (ii) durable immune responses in the host, without evidence of bone marrow toxicity or other adverse effects; (iii) high specificity of T-cell clones in the in vitro assays and no signs of cross reactivity; (iv) high or moderate avidity in functional assays; (v) recognition of the most common HLA-molecule (DP4); (vi) recognition of naturally processed epitopes from hTERT; and (vii) favorable cytokine profile. We identified seven DP4-restricted T-cell clones from patients C and D (long-term survivors), of which three clones also fulfilled the other criteria. Two of these T-cell clones, C13 and D71, were confirmed to be monoclonal by TCR clonotype mapping 29 and selected as lead candidates for molecular cloning.
T-cell clones C13 and D71 were among the clones with the highest proliferation counts in thymidine assays, performed as simultaneous screening of large numbers of clones (100 nm to 10 mM GV1001; Fig. 1 and data not shown). They recognized different core motives ( Fig. 2A ) and did not show any crossreactivity against allogeneic cells (data not shown). Clone C13 recorded the highest functional avidity among the clones from patients C and D, with a peak proliferation response at about 10 ¡7 M and EC 50 at about 10 ¡9 M (Fig. 1A) . Clone D71 displayed moderate functional avidity with peak response at 10 ¡6 M and EC 50 at 10 ¡7 M (Fig. 1B) . Both T-cell clones responded at the maximum peptide concentrations tested, but showed slightly lower proliferation counts at the highest peptide concentrations ( Fig. 1A and B) .
In experiments with naturally processed hTERT protein (173 aa fragment), Th clone C13 again showed potent proliferative capacity and high avidity, with peak proliferation response at 3 mM and responses at protein concentrations as low as 0.3 mM (Fig. 2B ). T-cell clone D71 responded at hTERT concentrations 0.3 mM. By comparison, most other T-cell clones tested in our assays required a minimum hTERT protein concentration of 1 to 3 mM ( Fig. 2 and data not shown).
The Bioplex multiplex assays demonstrated that clones C13 and D71 secreted a wide range of chemokines and other cytokines upon stimulation with peptide GV1001, consistent with a polyfunctional cytokine profile (Ref. [29] and data not shown). Both C13 and D71 had a high IFNg/IL-10 ratio, suggesting a favorable balance between immunity and tolerance, and a high INFg/IL-4 ratio consistent with a Th1-directed profile. 29 The IFNg high , TNFa high , IL-4 low , IL-10 low profile remained intact throughout daily assessments of clone C13 for one week after antigen stimulation (Fig. 3) .
Contrary to supernatant-based assays, flow cytometry provide information at the single cell level. We stimulated Tcell clones C13 and D71 with DP4-positive EBV cells with/ without peptide GV1001 or a 173 aa hTERT protein fragment. The results demonstrated that a high fraction of both C13 and D71 T cells co-produced TNFa, CD107a, and Granzyme B (Fig. 4 and data not shown). No production of the Th2-cytokine IL-4 was detected. Some Th cells are reported to harbor cytotoxic capacity, whereas other Th cells do not.
Here, we noted that both clones C13 and D71 produced CD107a upon stimulation with GV1001, whereas only C13 produced CD107a after stimulation with hTERT protein (Fig. 4B ). This may be related to the higher functional avidity of clone C13, with an EC 50 of 10 ¡9 M compared to about 10 ¡7 M for clone D71 (Fig. 1 ).
Molecular cloning of TCR C13 and D71 together with suicide/sorter gene RQR8
The TCR sequences of T-cell clones C13 and D71 were identified as described previously. 31 The TCRs were codon optimized and modified to express mouse TCR constant regions, in order to improve surface expression and facilitate easy detection of the expressed TCR on human T cells. We molecularly cloned the TCRs into the retroviral vector MP71, together with the suicide/marker/sorter gene RQR8. Cytokine secretion by GV1001-specific T-cell clones monitored over 6 d. T-cell clones from immune responders in GV1001 vaccine trials were stimulated with irradiated EBV-transformed cells C/¡ peptide GV1001. Supernatants from duplicate cultures were collected each day for 6 d and analyzed by Bioplex cytokine assays. Panels (A) and (B) show data from T-cell clones from patient C. Panels (C) and (D) show T-cell clones from patient E. Mean cytokine concentrations (pg/mL) from cultures with peptide are displayed. The controls without peptide had only negligible cytokine levels for all T-cell clones at all time points, below 1% of the levels measured in cultures with peptide. IL-13 was measured at >90,000 pg/mL at all time points for T-cell clones C13, C76, and E 31 (A-C), and at 13,000-20,000 pg/mL for E35 (D). MIP-1b was measured at >30,000 pg/mL at all time points for all four T-cell clones.
The RQR8 construct has been developed by our lab (M Pule) and is a compact gene combining minimal target epitopes from CD34 and CD20. The RQR8 protein allows for largescale purification of transduced T cells with the clinically approved CliniMACS CD34 system. We have previously reported that administration of the anti-CD20 antibody rituximab mediates effective deletion of RQR8-exopressing T cells in vitro and in vivo. 32 
TCR/RQR8 expression in transduced SupT1 cells and binding to HLA class II tetramers
The T-cell line SupT1 was transduced with the TCR-C13_RQR8 and TCR-D71_RQR8 plasmids. Both TCR C13 and TCR D71 were expressed in >90% of transduced SupT1 cells ( Fig. 5A and data not shown) . The TCR constructs were considerably larger than the CAR constructs that we had originally co-expressed with RQR8. We still observed that both TCRs C13 and D71 were efficiently co-expressed with protein RQR8.
Tetramers represent useful tools for confirming binding of HLA class I restricted TCRs, but HLA class II tetramers are generally less stable than their class I counterparts. We obtained GV1001/HLA-class II DP04 tetramers from Benaroya Research Institute, Seattle, WA, USA. The tetramers were used for staining of TCR transduced cells. The results showed robust staining of cells transduced with TCR C13 (Fig. 5B) , whereas TCR D71 did not appear to bind the tetramer. All the T cells binding the tetramer also expressed the suicide/sorter gene RQR8. TCR expression in primary PBMCs and RQR8-based sorting of transduced T cells Next, we evaluated TCR expression in primary PBMCs after retroviral transduction. The results showed satisfactory transfection efficiency, with TCR and RQR8 expression in 30-60% of transduced PBMCs (Fig. 6) . The two TCRs (C13 and D71) were expressed in comparable percentages. TCRs C13 and D71 were derived from CD4 C Th cells. We therefore noted with interest that both TCRs were expressed also in CD8
C T cells (Fig. 6) .
We tested the binding capacity of TCR transduced T cells to the CliniMACS QBen10 beads. The sorting process effectively purified the fraction of TCR-C13/RQR8 and TCR-D71/RQR8 expressing T cells (data not shown), as previously reported for other constructs incorporating RQR8. 32 It is further desirable to obtain TCR-transduced T cells that can be propagated in vitro and used for functional assays. Such cell lines are not generally available, as T-cell lines like SupT1 are functionally impaired. We took advantage of our biobank of >100 T-cell clones and developed a protocol for transduction of the TCRs into these clones, which grow well in vitro. The results demonstrated that the transduced T-cell clones acquired stable expression of the new TCR, combined with retained ability for propagation in vitro (data not shown).
T-helper TCRs C13 and D71 were functional in both CD4 C and CD8
C T cells
The functionality of TCRs C13 and TCR D71 was tested by transducing primary PBMCs from donors. The transduced T cells were tested for activity against DP4-positive target cells pulsed with GV1001 peptide. The results demonstrated that the TCRs conferred GV1001-specific activity to the recipient T cells. Nearly all (80-95%) transduced T cells displayed GV1001-specific secretion of IFNg and/or TNFa, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . In repeated experiments, the functionality of TCRs C13 and D71 was similar. Interestingly, the Th-derived TCRs C13 and D71 were functional in both CD4
C and CD8 C T cells (Fig. 7A-D) . The CD8 C T cells thus acquired HLA class II restricted activity. We detected some differences in functionality between the CD4
C and CD8 C cell population. A larger percentage of CD4 C T cells produced TNFa, whereas the CD8 C T cells produced more INFg (Fig. 7 A and B) . The CD8 C T cells further acquired cytotoxic activity, as demonstrated by DP4/GV1001-retricted secretion of CD107a (Fig. 7 C and D) . Most CD4 C T cells did not secrete CD107a. The CD8 C T cells were also more strongly Granzyme B positive (Fig. 7 C and D) . Many T cells displayed a polyfunctional profile at the single-cell level, with combined secretion of INFg, TNFa, and CD107a as well as Granzyme B positivity. This applied both to the TCRs C13 and TCR D71 transduced cells.
Discussion
There is compelling evidence suggesting that effective anticancer responses depend on Th activity, [16] [17] [18] [33] [34] [35] [36] but adoptive therapy with Th cells is a largely unexplored strategy. We hypothesize that the employment of millions of activated hTERT-specific Th cells may transform the inflammatory milieu and overcome established tumor tolerance. A few pioneering reports have provided support of this concept. [37] [38] [39] The Th cells may work through multiple mechanisms, as outlined above, including the induction of epitope spreading. Patient C, that clone C13 was obtained from, developed a complete and durable tumor regression associated with a Th1-weighted and diverse T-cell response, covering multiple epitopes outside of the vaccine peptide. Beyond this anecdotal patient, we have in the GV1001 vaccine studies observed that immune responders have improved survival. This particularly related to those with a durable and broad multi-epitope T-cell response (Refs. [1, 2, 7, 22] and unpublished). The Th-strategy may be a versatile approach for combing with other therapies. Possibly, Th cells may enable CAR T cells to retain their efficacy in solid tumors, synergize with vaccines or immunogenic chemotherapy, 40 or induce neo-antigen responses that can be boosted by checkpoint inhibitors. 25 Telomerase is universally expressed across cancer forms and important for tumor growth, which probably limits the risk of tumor escape. It is unclear whether hTERT is sufficiently tumor-specific to allow for safe targeting with CTLs. 41 However, Th-cell therapy may circumvent key toxicity concerns associated with adoptive CTL therapy. Importantly, Th cells do not directly bind to most host cells, as these are HLA class II negative. The TCRs selected in the present study, C13 and D71, were obtained from T-cell populations that had circulated for years in the respective hosts without causing adverse effects. Further, these two TCRs have not shown any cross-reactivity in tests against panels of EBV cells from different donors. These observations support the safety rationale for the outlined therapy, but there are still reasons for caution. The Th strategy is difficult to test in animal models both with regard to safety and efficacy, as it so heavily depends on the individual patient's ability to mobilize her/his immune system in the context of established tumor tolerance. Although redirected CTLs directly kill their targets, key effector cells in the Th approach may result from epitope spreading and recognize other antigens than telomerase. This is a possible advantage, as it allows the immune system to choose its own targets, similar to what is the case with checkpoint inhibitors. On the other hand, preclinical efficacy and safety data may be of limited value.
It would be highly demanding to establish an informative mouse model. One option may be a humanized mouse model with a full-scale human immune system, in a mouse transgenic for DP4 and human hTERT. Even with such a complex model, the setting is artificial and lack key elements in the Th strategy, including true established tumor tolerance. We therefore rather aim for safe and early clinical testing in patients, by pursing the development of transient redirection of T cells with mRNA encoding the TCR. 42 We have established an mRNA platform for CAR T-cell therapy, where the CAR is functional for about a week, 43 and develop this approach also for TCRs. The mRNA approach allows for meaningful dose escalation, whereas permanently retargeted T cells can expand and retain their TCR/ CAR in vivo. It may be important to perform clinical testing of Th TCRs in different settings and cancer forms, especially as animal models provide limited guidance. In this context, hTERT is an attractive target as it allows for comparing the effect of the same TCR across different cancers. Further, the common HLA restriction (DP4; 76% of Caucasians) of the TCRs studied herein is a key element for feasible clinical development.
To address the safety issue, we have cloned the TCRs together with the suicide/marker gene RQR8, which allows for eliminating the transduced cells with rituximab. The data reported above suggest that the TCRs are expressed well together with RQR8 and that the transduced cells can be effectively purified by use of the clinical grade CliniMACS system. In previous studies, we have shown that RQR8-transduced cells are effectively depleted from mice with rituximab. 32 Others have shown that elimination of redirected T cells based on suicide genes may protect against side effects in patients. 44 The TCRs studied herein were derived from CD4 C Th cells, but are still functional in CD8
C recipient cells. It will be of interest to study the implications of this finding. We observe that the redirected CD8
C T cells exhibit a larger potential for cytotoxicity, as assessed by CD107a and Granzyme B staining. It is conceivable that these CTL-like, but HLA class II restricted, cells may confer beneficial as well as unwanted effects. Unlike their CD4
C counterparts, CD8 C GV1001-specific cells have not circulated in the vaccinated cancer patients. In the further clinical development of the described TCRs, it is thus important to be aware of potential safety issues. On the other hand, the GV1001-specific CTLs may be able to directly kill tumor cells in HLA class II positive cancers, as well as tumor-infiltrating macrophages and other HLA class II positive stromal cells. The expression of HLA class II has been suggested to represent an immune escape mechanism for melanoma. 45 The retargeting of CD8 C CTLs with HLA class II restricted TCRs may counter this mechanism of tumor escape. TCRs C13 and D71 recognized epitopes naturally processed from a 173 aa hTERT fragment, as described above. We and others have also attempted to synthesize full-length hTERT protein, but this has not been successful, partly due to difficulties in dissolving the protein. This is particularly challenging because of the large size of hTERT and the need to use solvents that are not too toxic for functional T-cell assays. However, the 173 aa hTERT fragment that we synthesized is comparable in size to many full-length proteins, and the recognition of epitopes form this fragment suggests that natural epitopes are recognized. Further, we have observed spontaneous T-cell reactivity toward GV1001 in several cancer patients before vaccination, and not in healthy donors (Ref. [1] and unpublished). The GV1001 vaccine peptide was, moreover, originally validated based on reactivity of CD4 C tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes in a pancreatic cancer patient, spontaneous reactivity among PBMCs from other cancer patients and no reactivity in healthy donors (Patent US7794723 B2; "Antigenic peptides derived from telomerase"). In line with this, others have reported that patients with hTERT positive leukemia have strong T-cell reactivity against GV1001, in contrast to healthy donors and to patients with hTERT negative leukemia. 46 In all, there is strong evidence suggesting that the GV1001 epitope is naturally processed and that the TCRs investigated herein recognize naturally processed epitopes. Nevertheless, it is important to investigate whether this applies to all/most patients with hTERT positive tumors and to explore how patients more likely to respond should be selected for therapy. To this aim, we consider developing an ex vivo test system for assessing the ability of each patient s redirected T cells, produced under full-scale conditions, to recognize APCs loaded with autologous tumor cell fragments.
T-cell clone C13 has a higher avidity than virtually all other T-cell clones in our biobank, including clone D71, and thus receives optimal TCR stimulation at lower antigen concentrations. We found that both clones C13 and D71 produced CD107a, specifically upon stimulation with GV1001, suggesting cytotoxic activity. However, only clone C13 secreted CD107a upon stimulation with the hTERT protein fragment. This observation may be related to the high functional avidity of the C13 clone. In line with this notion, we have in repeated experiments with >30 GV1001-specific T-cell clones observed that all high-avidity clones recognized hTERT protein, whereas some of the low-avidity clones did not. This may reflect that the concentration of epitopes in the hTERT protein experiments does not reach the highest levels in our GV1001 peptide titration experiments.
It is not clear to which extent the avidity is intrinsic to the TCR or reflects other properties of the T cell. Probably, highaffinity TCRs confer higher avidity provided that other factors influencing T-cell responsiveness remain constant. It is thus likely that a high-affinity TCR will confer higher avidity to a particular cell product for adoptive T-cell therapy, produced for a given patient. We observed that the high-avidity clones mounted somewhat lower responses at the highest peptide concentrations. The latter finding is consistent with the notion that high-avidity T cells may be susceptible to exhaustion and activation-induced cell death, as has been reported from studies in chronic infections. 47 In the cancer setting, however, the tumor antigen load may not be high enough to trigger this mechanism. In unpublished experiments, we have observed that some high-avidity clones alter their cytokine profile when stimulated with high antigen concentrations. In particular, the IL-10 production appears to increase compared to other cytokines. It is not known whether this would be an issue in the cancer setting. Most investigators consider that high-affinity TCRs are desirable for cancer eradication, [47] [48] [49] whereas others have raised concerns regarding autoimmune side effects and also suggested that there is an affinity plateau which should not be exceeded. 41, 50 We aim to use our comprehensive biobank of hTERT-reactive clones to develop a panel of TCRs with different affinities and assess their survival and functionality after infusion into patients. As described above, T-cell clones D71 and C13 had half-maximum proliferation responses at 10 ¡7 and 10 ¡9 M GV1001, respectively. A Th1 cytokine profile is considered to promote antitumor immune responses and induce cancer senescence, 18, 19 whereas a Th2 or Tr1-profile may confer tumor tolerance. We have observed that most long-term survivors in the GV1001 trials, including patients C and D, harbored T-cell responses with a Th1-weighted profile, characterized by high levels of INFg and TNFa and low levels of IL-4 and IL-10 (Refs. [1, 2, 7, 29] and unpublished). A INFg high /IL-10 low response was associated with low Treg levels and improved survival in the NSCLC patients. 7 We did not observe a classic Th1/Th2 dichotomy. Both in T-cell bulk cultures (polyclonal) and in monoclonal cultures, we detected substantial levels of the Th2 cytokines IL5 and IL-13, in spite of high levels of INFg (Th1) and TNFa (Th1) and low levels of IL-4 (Th2) and IL-10 (Th2/Tr1). As reported above, we observed a polyfunctional and Th1-like profile both in the parent clones C13 and D71 and in donor T cells transduced with C13_RQR8 or BL71_RQR8. Studies of immunity against infection have suggested that polyfunctional T cells are functionally superior [51] [52] [53] [54] , and there is also increasing evidence indicating that polyfunctionality is a hallmark for effective anticancer responses. 35, 55 Adoptive cell therapy with Th cells with a Th2 or Tr1 profile may cause unwanted augmentation of tumor tolerance. Based on our data, conventional INFg assays cannot be used as markers of a Th1 profile, as many T cells secrete high levels of INFg accompanied by even higher levels of IL-10 (Tr1) or Th-2 cytokines. The cytokine profile is likely to vary between cells, even if transduced with the same TCR. It may be useful to include a comprehensive cytokine profiling assay of the T-cell product as part of the quality control up front of adoptive T-cell therapy. The data reported herein indicate that Bioplex analyses of day 2 supernatants are representative. It should though be recalled that the cytokine profiles may also change in vivo.
In summary, we have characterized a series of Th-cell clones targeting the universal tumor antigen hTERT, with regard to properties relevant for use of their TCR for adoptive cell therapy. We have identified and cloned two lead candidate TCRs that are DP4-restricted and thus widely applicable. The TCRs are highly expressed in recipient T cells and confer the desired GV1001-specifcity. The studies demonstrate a polyfunctional cytokine profile in recipient cells and that the TCRs are functional both in CD4
C Th cells and CD8 C CTLs. We hypothesize that therapy with tumor-targeting Th cells may offer a powerful approach for mobilizing the host immune system and overcoming tumor tolerance. The favorable characteristics of the redirected T cells in vitro support the notion that the TCRs may confer clinical benefits, but the strategy is unproven. Both TCRs were derived from long germ survivors without adverse effects, and the incorporation of a suicide/marker gene into the construct further facilitates safe clinical testing. A Th cell strategy may be explored as monotherapy and may also harbor a large potential for synergy with other therapeutic approaches, similar to the physiological role of Th cells as orchestrators of immunity.
Materials and methods
Clinical trials and patients
A series of clinical trials evaluating cancer vaccination with peptide GV1001 were conducted at Oslo University Hospital. The studies were approved by the appropriate regulatory authorities and ethical committees and performed in compliance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from the patients. Patients C and D had advanced NSCLC and were included in protocol CTN-2000. 8, 29 Patient E was included in a trial for patients with advanced pancreatic cancer. 4, 29 Peptides and recombinant hTERT protein fragment
The vaccine peptide GV1001 (hTERT 611-626; EAR-PALLTSRLRFIPK) was supplied by Pharmexa. Truncated peptides, consisting of sequences contained within GV1001, were supplied by Dr. Ø. Rekdal, University of Tromsø, Norway. The 173 aa recombinant hTERT protein fragment (563-735) was ordered from Genscript or synthesized as previously described. 8 
PBMC isolation and generation of T-cell clones
PBMCs were obtained prior to start of vaccination and at multiple time points after vaccination. The PBMCs were isolated and frozen as previously described. 56 T-cell clones were generated from postvaccination PBMCs as previously described. 57 Briefly, limiting dilution seeding was performed (0.3/1/3 T cells/well). The T cells were stimulated with irradiated (30 Gy) allogeneic PBMCs (10 6 c/mL), PHA (1 mg/mL) and IL-2 (10 U/mL).
Sequences identification and TCR construct design
The TCR sequences were determined as previously described. 31 Briefly, mRNA was isolated from pellets of T-cell clones C13 and D71. cDNA was synthesized and 5 0 -RACE was performed. Sequences were identified (Eurofins) and compared to IMGT database (www.imgt.org) and used for further design. All constructs were generated by in-house gene synthesis using polymerase chain reaction assembly of overlapping oligos unless otherwise specified. Codon optimization used an in-house algorithm (written by M.P. and available upon request). Phusion polymerase, quick Ligase, and NEB5a (New England Biolabs) were used for molecular cloning. Oligonucleotides were purchased from IDTDNA. In addition, the RQR8 tag was cloned upstream of the TCR a and b chains with 2A ribosome skipping sequence. The retroviral vector MP71 was used in all constructs.
TCR expression and T-cell redirection
Generation of RD114-pseudotyped supernatant and transduction of T cells was performed essentially as previously described. 31, 32 Briefly, PBMC transductions were performed as follows: PBMCs were isolated by Ficoll (GE Healthcare) gradient centrifugation and stimulated with phytohemagglutinin at 5 mg/mL. Interleukin-2 (IL-2) stimulation (100 IU/mL) was added following overnight stimulation. On day 3, PBMCs were harvested, plated on retronectin and retroviral supernatant, and centrifuged at 1000g for 40 min. Retroviral transduction was performed by loading retronectin-coated plates (Takara) with 0.3-0.6 £ 10 6 activated PBMCs suspended in 1 mL retroviral supernatant, centrifuged at 805g for 90 min, and then recovered by overnight incubation at 37 C. The following day, PBMCs were recovered from the plate and resuspended in complete RPMI supplemented with 50 ng/mL IL-2 (Invitrogen). Purity and viability of transduced cells were assessed by flow cytometry.
T-cell proliferation assays and HLA blocking T-cell proliferation assays ( 3 H Thymidine) were performed essentially as previously described. 56 Irradiated autologous PBMCs or EBV-transformed cells (EBV cells) were used as APCs. T cells were incubated with APCs with or without (w/ wo) the relevant antigen (peptide or hTERT protein). T-cell cultures were tested in triplicates. SEM was usually below 10%. T-cell bulk responses were considered antigen-specific when the stimulatory index (SI; response with antigen divided by response without antigen) was above 2. All T-cell clones reported here exhibited SI > 10 .
The following mAbs were used in HLA-blocking experiments, each at 10 mg/mL: W6/32: anti-HLA class I (American Type Culture Collection); anti-HLA-DR (Becton Dickinson); B8/11: anti-HLA-DR (gift from Dr. N. Malissen, Centre d'Immunologie, Marseille, France); SPVL-3: anti-HLA-DQ (gift from Dr. H. Spitz, The Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam); FN81: anti-HLA-DQ and 22C1: anti-HLA-DP (gifts from Dr. S. Funderud, Radiumhospitalet, Oslo).
Bioplex cytokine assays
T cells were incubated with APCs w/wo the relevant antigen. Bioplex cytokine analyses were performed on supernatants harvested after 1-6 d, according to the manufacturer's protocol (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Supernatants were analyzed in duplicates, each parallel kept separate through T-cell stimulation and Bioplex assays. All T-cell clones reported here exhibited a GV1001-specific response with SI > 50 in cytokine assays.
Flow cytometry
Phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated tetramers were purchased from Benaroya Research Institute, Seattle, WA, USA. Tetramer staining was performed by incubating the cells with 10 mL tetramer for 30 min at 37 C, followed by 30 min at RT, addition of surface mAbs and incubation for another 25 min at 4 C. Finally, the cells were washed with PBS 2% FCS and resuspended in PBS for acquisition. Intracellular staining was performed using the BD Fix/Perm reagent, according to the manufacturers protocol (Becton Dickinson). Briefly, the T cells were incubated with antigen (peptide/protein) at a T-cell to target ratio of 1:1.5 for 1 h before addition of BD Golgiplug, BD Golgistop, and CD107a-PE-Cy5 (BD Biosciences). Then, the cells were incubated overnight, before staining with mAbs for flow cytometry. The following reagents were used: QBen10-PE, QBen10-APC (R&D Systems), Fixable Viability Dye eFluor Ò 780, Granzyme B-PE, aIFNg-FITC, aINFg PE-Cy7 (eBioscience), anti-mouse TCR constant beta region (a-mCb) APC, a-mCb V450, aTNFa-BV421, aCD4-BV510, aCD8-FITC, aIL-4 PercP-Cy5.5, aCD4 FITC, aCD4 PE, aCD8 PE (BD Biosciences). Flow cytometry acquisition was performed using Beckman-Coulter Cyan, BD LSRII, or BD Fortessa instruments. The data were analyzed using FlowJo software (Treestar, Inc.).
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